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The Testaments



The Disciples



Limits 

to nudge

• Are nudges limited to easy-
to-test activities with RCTs, 
messages, large transactions, 
one-off  changes, rather than 
radical long-term behaviour 
change?

• Can nudge deal with the big 
issues, e.g., climate change, 
extremism/racism, 
migration, housing costs, 
inequalities, long-term 
unhealthy lifestyles

• Can more happen, do we 
need to rethink nudge to 
make it more radical?



Beyond System 1 and 2

• In order to move beyond the 
dichotomy between nudging and 
thinking, it is important to return to 
the important distinction between 
system 1 and system 2 thinking. 

• Here none of  the proponents say 
there is a hard and fast distinction. 

• It is true that different parts of  the 
brain are involved and there is secure 
knowledge in neuroscience behind 
these findings. 

• But it is not possible to say that 
automatic processes are only 
engaged with nudges and that other 
parts of  the brain are not working to 
a small degree. 



Why Nudge+

• Deals with critiques of nudge as short-lived and may be

manipulative

• The secret of more radical nudges is to consider public policy in

terms of how citizens perceive their own actions and those of

public officials, especially as they enfold over the long-term.

• Incorporates more conscious thought as part of nudge, while at

the same time encouraging a bottom up and decentralised

approach to formulating and authorising nudges

BALANCED HYBRID 
SYSTEM 1 AND 2 

COGNITION

NOT PATERNALISTIC : 
TOKEN TRANSPARENCY, 

AUTONOMY 

CITIZENS CAN OWN 
BEHAVIOUR CHANGE 

PROCESS

REFLECTIVE PLUS 
ENABLES PERSPECTIVE 

TRANSFORMATION

CAN NUDGE PLUS BE 
THE WAY FORWARD 

THEN?



• The aim with nudge, boost or nudge plus is not to use a behavioural insight to create

a one-off change, but to create a state or environment whereby these interventions

can help establish a new equilibrium of self-reinforcing and beneficial behaviours,

whereby all benefit, and there is not a huge daily effort to keep the new behaviours

in place.

• Collective action prominent

More on Nudge+

Source: 

Banerjee (2021)



The Policy in Nudge



What is happening here is that
patients are being asked to think
about the consequences of their
decisions.

It is not a simple nudge based on an
automatic response, at least not in
full, but requires the respondent to
understand the argument that missed
appointments cost money and that
turning up helps, acts which cannot
just be seen as purely system 1 even if
system 1 needs to be in play to a
degree.

MOST NUDGES HAVE SOME 
FORM OF PASSIVE 
REFLECTION IN THEM. 

IN NUDGE PLUS WE MAKE IT 
ACTIVE!

But is it more complex?

Image Source: UC Madison (2013)



Consider commitment devices (Thaler and Shefrin 1981).

• These are concrete and public commitments people make

or are encouraged to make to do an action so as to commit

themselves

• Although the nudge operates through the psychological

sense of commitment and not wanting to go back on

something for fear of feeling guilty

• In order to enter into commitment device, it requires some

degree of thought and understanding of what a

commitment device is in the first place.

Commitments as Thinks



• Consider the humble placement of healthy
options next to the tills in cafeterias.

• The automatic nudge works like this: people are
stimulated to buy chocolate and sweets as they
are near the till.

• They have made their main food choices and are
waiting to pay. Their eyes focus on the products
conveniently placed at eye-level. The love of
chocolate and sweet things plays a role in that
the consumer almost subconsciously places the
bar on the tray. It gets paid for and eaten
pleasurably later on.

• Now fruit is placed near the checkout. Unless
someone has a craving for fruit (perhaps is a
fruiter?), then they will see the fruit, but they will
not be prompted in the same way.

Thinking about the Nudge

REFLECTION ABOUT THE NUDGE 

OR YOUR ACTION CAN INCREASE 

ITS EFFECTIVENESS



• The person sees the fruit and then must

think along the following lines: ‘Well,

have I had enough fruit and

vegetables today, my five portions per

day so it is ok not to buy more fruit’

or they could say ‘No, I had better

have some fruit as I only had some

cereal this morning. I’d better take

some fruit’.

• They feel a lot better from having

fulfilled a moral commitment, which is

consciously acted upon, even though

they are nudged when waiting to pay for

their food.

• There is no benefit, especially in long-

term, on people half-accidently putting

fruit on their trays. They will probably

leave the fruit behind when they come to

stack their tray.

Thinking about the Nudge



Operationalising Nudge+
Banerjee and John (2021)



Going beyond Nudges with Nudge+

Thaler and Sunstein’s Fantastic 7 Banerjee and John’s Fantastic 7 PLUS

The Default The Default with design transparency

Campaigns Active choice campaigns 

Commitments Dual-self commitments

Information Mechanisms (Salience 

building)

Information Mechanisms (Reflection 

inducing)

Transactional Shortcuts (e.g., GPS) Interactive shortcuts with built-in prompts 

(GPS with bots)

Design Strategies (e.g., Traffic Lights) Traffic Lights with design transparency

Warnings and Reminders Norm comparisons (social v/s personal) 

with conformist pledges

The key to the plus: Either enable citizens to THINK about the nudge OR THINK 
about how to act if they take the nudge.


